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Abstract

Motimtion: Tomeet the demands of large-scale sequencing,
thousands of clones must be fingerprinted and assembled
into contigs. To determine the order of clones, a typical
experiment is to digest the clones with one or more restriction
enzymes and measure the resultingfragments. The probabil-
ity of two clones overlapping is based on the similarity of
their fragments. A contig contains two or more overlapping
clones and a minimal tiling path of clones is selected to be
sequenced. Interactive software with algorithmic support is
necessary to assemble the clones into contigs quickly.
Results: FPC (fingerprinted contigs) is an interactive
program for building contigs from restriction fingerprinted
clones. FPC uses an algorithm to cluster clones into contigs
based on their probability of coincidence score. For each
contig, it builds a consensus band (CB) map which is similar
to a restriction map, but it does not try to resolve all the
errors. The CB map is used to assign coordinates to the
clones based on their alignment to the map and to provide a
detailed visualization of the clone overlap. FPC has editing
facilities for the user to refine the coordinates and to remove
poorly fingerprinted clones. Functions are available for
updating an FPC database with new clones. Contigs can
easily be merged, split or deleted. Markers can be added to
clones and are displayed with the appropriate contig.
Sequence-ready clones can be selected and their sequencing
status displayed. As such, FPC is an integrated programfor
the assembly of sequence-ready clones for large-scale
sequencing projects.
Availability: The software and manual are available via
anonymous ftp toftp.sanger.ac.uk, directory publfpc.
Contact: E-mail:cari@sanger.ac.uk

Introduction

FPC (fingerprinted contigs) is an interactive program for
creating contigs from fingerprinted clones. This system is the
replacement for CONTIG9 (Sulston et al., 1988) which was
used for Caenorhabditis elegans. The success of this project
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(Coulson et al., 1986), has led us to scale up this technique
for fingerprinting the human genome (Gregory et al., 1996),
to which end FPC provides advanced features for assem-
bling, viewing and editing contigs. In addition, FPC supports
marker data to help confirm overlaps and order contigs.

Fingerprinting is a clone comparison technique based on
the matching of characteristic fragment sets between clones.
The fingerprinting method used at the Sanger Centre gener-
ates fragment sets for clones by digesting them with two re-
striction enzymes and labelling (radioactivelyor fluorescent-
ly) the sticky end of only one of the restriction enzyme sites.
The fragments are separated by electrophoresis on thin
polyacrylamide gels and the migration distance of the la-
belled fragments is measured. The resulting fragments are
generally called bands and the distance values are inversely
related to the actual length. The bands represent a subset of
the DNA contained within the clone. For example, in the
C.elegans project (Coulson et al., 1986), cosmid clones are
digested using a HindIII/Sau3A reaction where only the Hin-
dIll sites are labelled, which produces on average 23 bands
per clone with distance values that generally range between
[200,3500]. Using this method, two bands are considered the
same if their values are within a constant tolerance.

An alternative fingerprinting method uses a complete re-
striction digest run on an agarose gel and the sizes of the
fragments are measured. The fragment set represents the
whole clone, and can be used both for building restriction
maps and for sizing the clone. For example, the Los Alamos
Chromosome 16 project (Stallings et al., 1992) digests cos-
mid clones with EcoRI, resulting in fragment sizes in the
range [600, 14000] (Soderlund et al., 1993). Using this
method, two fragments are considered the same if the differ-
ence in their lengths is within a variable tolerance propor-
tional to the fragment length.

In both methods, a clone fingerprint is defined as a set of
measured fragment values and the similarity in the measure-
ments between two clones gives evidence about their over-
lap. They both may have the following errors and uncer-
tainty: (i) false-positive and false-negative bands; (ii) two
bands may have the same measurement but be different
bands; (iii) two bands may have a difference that exceeds the
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tolerance and yet be the same band; (iv) partial bands. Hence,
FPC can be used with either type of data by only changing
how the bands are compared. FPC cannot be used for data
from multiple complete digests (Gillett et al., 1996), partial
digests (Kohara et al.. 1987)or double-digest data where two
single digests and one double digest are used to build restric-
tion maps (e.g. Waterman and Griggs, 1986).

In contig assembly systems, contigs of overlapping clones
are represented in an artificial coordinate system based on the
clones' band data. Each clone in a contig has a left and right
coordinate, and the overlap between two clones corresponds
to the number of bands they share. To calculate a coarse set
of coordinates, the probable locations of the clones can be
obtained by ordering the clones based on the estimated over-
lap between each pair of clones (Branscomb et al., 1990;
Stallings et al., 1992). Refined coordinates can by obtained
by calculating a partially ordered restriction map and align-
ing the clones to the map (Olson et al., 1986; Soderlund and
Burks 1994;Gillett et al., 1995); this requires either extremely
high-resolution fingerprints or a high degree of human inter-
vention.

FPC builds a consensus bands (CB) map which can be con-
sidered as a low-resolution restriction map as it does not try
to resolve all bands. It is used for accurate positioning of the
clones and detection of cloning anomalies. Given that CB
maps are built using a fast approximation algorithm and in-
exact data, error accumulates when trying to build a map for

a large contig. Therefore, interactive graphics are provided
for the user to edit and merge maps. There is no limit to the
number of clones it can process. The FPC display of a contig,
which can include marker data (see Figure 1), has been in-
valuable in our preparation of sequence-ready clones.

FPC was designed to support fingerprinting at the Sanger
Centre. It has recently been tuned for complete digest data to
support the mapping effort at Washington University Ge-
nome Sequencing Center (GSC) in St Louis. Various other
laboratories have also been using it since the summer of
1996. This paper primarily discusses the algorithm used in
FPC V2.6. It also briefly describes the salient interactive
graphic features.

System and methods

FPC is implemented on a Digital Alpha 3000 workstation run-
ning OSF V3.2. All software is writtenin C and compiled with
the standard Digital C compiler. The softwaredoes not use any
system-dependent functions, and we expect that it will be
portable to any machine with a standard C compiler and suffi-
cient physical or virtual memory. Timing results using 32 and
64 megabases of main memory are given in Table 1.The soft-
ware has also been tested on a Sun Spare Station and Silicon
Graphics SGI. The manual, executables for various machines,
demo files and the source code are available via anonymous
ftp from directory://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/fpc.

Table 1. The CB algorithm was timed on a Alpha 3000 with 64 megabytes of main memory and a Sun Sparc 1+ with 32 megabytes of main memory. A'-'
indicates that it ran out of memory. The time is in minutes:seconds and is measured using the Unix getrusage system call. The Contig column shows the

number of contigs, the number of clones in the largest contig. and the number of singletons (Le. clones not placed in a contig). The Length column shows the

total length of contigs in bands and the avemge length of clone in bands (since the Coulson et al. method does not give the actual lengths of bands, the

notional length of a clone or map is one unit per band). The two datasets with 1799 clones are the same except that the first run used a much less stringent
cut-off than the second. Note that the low stringency causes many pairs of clones to appear to overlap and an internal structure is made for each. causing it

run out of memory on the Sun
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Clones Contigs Length Alpha 64meg Sun 32meg

Number Max Singletons Total Clone User System User System

36 I 36 0 117 21 0:02 0.00 0:14 0.00

300 38 29 115 1112 21 0:18 0:42 0:53 0:07

365 38 50 151 1983 35 0:37 1:25 2:11 0:12

1695 173 128 855 7466 32 5:13 15:54 16:56 3:53

1799 29 1489 68 1027 19 2:20 5:13 - -

1799 94 348 212 2843 19 3:15 6:52 12:19 4:22

2250 193 410 718 7916 27 6:50 18:35 22:12 6:26

3980 655 164 1264 11553 12 7:23 13:24 36:28 22:35

6068 619 369 2085 22 705 25 32:45 84:54 112:55 41:58

11608 1531 393 2702 29 365 13 65:80 75:53

17738 868 928 6081 22 545 16 158:34 222:44
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Fig. 1. The contig display shows clones as positioned by the user and/or CB routine. Each marker is positioned above the largest stack of clones
to which it hybridizes. The rectangular box on the bottom shows the portion of the contig displayed. The 'anchors' along the bottom are markers
selected by the user; all anchors are always displayed even when only a region of the contig is shown. When a marker or clone is picked, its
'friends' are highlighted. In this example, marker stWI-139 has been picked which highlighted all the clones which hybridized to it. The buried
clones are shown, but can be hidden by toggling the 'None' button. The characters {*, =, -} beside clone names indicate canonical, buried equal,

and buried approximate, respectively.
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The FPC windows are built with the ACEDB graphics li-
brary (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg, 1994); we have tried to
maintain the exact look and feel of ACEDB so that users can
easily use both systems simultaneously. Although FPC is a
stand-alone system, it supports data flow with ACEDB
through a set of functions that read and write ACEDB for-
matted files; these functions can easily be adapted for a par-
ticular laboratory's database.

FPC input files containing the bands must be generated first
by an image-analysis program. The file format is as specified
in the FPC manual. The Sanger Centre uses a program called
Image (Sulston et al., 1989) to scan and process the autoradio-
graphs of the fmgerprint gels; this program has recently been
translated into C and upgraded (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/
fmgerprinting/imageprocessing). Image is also used by the
GSC in St Louis for agarose gel data (complete fingerprints).
The output of Image is one file per gel which contains the set
of bands for all clones on the gel; these files, called band files,
are input to FPc.

Background

FPC is a second-generationsoftwareproject.Its designhas been
influenced by the software developed for three physical map-
ping projects: C.elegans, yeast and human chromosome 16.

Sulston et al. (1988) developed the CONTIG9 program for
the mapping of C.elegans where cosmid clones have been
fingerprinted using the approach of Coulson et at. It calcu-
lates the probability that the number of bands matched
between two clones is a coincidence. It used a greedy algo-
rithm to order the clones, although the majority of work was
done by viewing lists of coincidence scores and interactively
comparing fingerprints and positioning clones.

Olson et al. (1986) developed their software for the map-
ping of the yeast genome where lambda clones were finger-
printed using a complete restriction digest. Two clones were
considered to overlap if they had five or more shared frag-
ments. Contigs were created by clustering all the clones that
overlapped with at least one other clone in the contig. A
restriction map was built for a contig by using a greedy algo-
rithm with backtracking. Gillett et at. (1995) have extended
this work by detecting and repairing collapsed fragments.

Stallings et al. (1992) fingerprinted cosmid-clones from
chromosome 16 with three complete digests per clone and
scored each fragment for the presence of repetitive sequences.
Balding and Tomey (1991) calculated the probability of
overlap using Bayes' rule. A genetic algorithm was used to
order the clones based on the overlap probabilities (Fickett
and Cinkosky, 1992). The GRAM system (Soderlund and
Burks, 1994) was developed to build single-digest partially
ordered restriction maps and was also used to resolve error
in the contig maps.

Olson et al. (1986) summarize the difference between the
first two approaches: 'The [Sulston] fingerprinting approach
allows less extensive overlaps to be recognized and is more
forgiving of minor errors in the data, while the [Olson] topo-
logical approach produces exact maps and offers sensitive
detection of mapping errors and cloning anomalies'. The
third approach of using overlap probabilities to order clones
is the least sensitive to error and ambiguity, but it can be de-
ceiving as it does not elucidate potential problems, e.g. it
could produce a map as shown in Figure 1, which 'looks'
correct regardless of the amount of error and it may not repre-
sent the true overlap structure at all. All three methods re-
quire human intervention, either during the building of the
maps in the first two cases or to resolve error in the maps after
the fact in the latter.

If the clones are ordered by alignment to a consensus band
map, and if there is no error and uncertainty in the data such
that the set of consensus bands can be uniquely identified and
there are no false-positive and false-negative clone bands, a
perfect assembly can be computed by finding the permuta-
tion of bands which results in all clone bands being consecu-
tive. This can be solved in linear time (Booth and Leuker,
1978). Given a correct band set but false-positive and false-
negative clone bands, the problem is NP-complete, i.e. all
possible permutations of the band set have to be generated to
find the order that maximizes the number of consecutive

clone bands, and this takes an unacceptable amount of time
for any realistically sized input. The problem is further com-
plicated since a CB set must be inferred from the clone bands
and, due to the uncertainties in measurement, the set of CBs
will be an approximation. If the clones are ordered based on
overlap probabilities, the problem is still difficult; Alizadeh
et al. (1993) show two variations of the problem to be

Fig. 2. The CB map shows the consensus bands along the left; the marks delimit partially ordered groups. The top row of numbers is the position
of the clone in an existing contig, an ,*, indicates that the clone is buried in the first non ,*, clone to the left. Beneath the position row is the
clone name, followed by the number of extra bands; these are the bands that could not be placed in the CB map. Selecting the Extra button

displays a window of the extra bands as shown on the bottom. Extra bands could be false positive, error in the map, or bands that will extend

the map (no CB is made unless a consensus from at least two clones is present). Below the clone name is a column of characters I+, x, 0 I within

the extents of the alignment of the clone to the CB map; these indicate whether the clone has a band matching a consensus band on the left. A
'+' indicates a match, 'x' indicates the clone has a band that is greater than the tolerance but less than two times the tolerance, and '0' indicates

no match. Selecting the ?? button aligns the extra bands to any match to the left or right of a clone's alignment.
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NP-hard and Golumbic et al. (1994) show two simplified
versions to be NP-complete. Therefore, approximation algo-
rithms must be used; the less error there is in the data, the
better the approximation algorithm performs.

The CB algorithm

FPC's fast assembly algorithm generates an approximate CB
map as follows. (i) Compare the bands of each pair of clones
and calculate the probability that the number of shared bands
is a coincidence. (ii) Bury clones that are exact or a close
match to another clone. (iii) Build a consensus band map
using a hybrid greedyIstochastic algorithm to build the initial
map, and then greedily extend the map. A CB map is shown
in Figure 2, the "_"next to some of the CBs delimit groups
of bands. Groups are ordered, but bands within a group are
not, i.e. there is not enough information to determine the
order of bands within a group. The o's indicate false nega-
tives but can be caused from errors in the map building.

The following details the three steps.

Compare two clones

The bands for a pair of clones are compared and the number
of matched bands (i.e. within the tolerance) M is calculated
by sorting the two lists in descending order and stepping
down the lists comparing bands. The relative significance of
M depends on the numbers of bands that each clone has, so
FPC uses a coincidence score equal to the probability of ob-
serving M matches given the observed band counts. Thus, a
low probability score implies that the clones most likely
overlap. Note that FPC only uses these scores to rank the
clone overlaps and it does not require the clone overlap score
to be interpretable as a probability. Only coincidence scores
below a threshold are considered by FPC. However, if we do
interpret the scores as probabilities, then for N clones, we
make C =N(N-I)/2 comparisons and the most extreme prob-
ability score expected by chance will be about llC, which is
the guide value for the threshold. The user can choose
between the following two equations for computing the co-
incidence score.

Equation 1. CONTIG9 (Sulston et al., 1988) calculates the
probability of M matches being a coincidence as follows. Let
nL, nH be the minimum and maximum numbers of bands for
the two clones (nL < nH). Clearly, M can never be greater
than nL. Assuming all bands are equally likely, and for a
fixed tolerance t (default 7), the approximate probability b of
a matching band is 2t/gellen where gellen is the gel length
(default 3300). Therefore, the probability that none of the nH
bands match with a given band is p = (I_b)nH,and the
number of matches M will be distributed as Binomial
B(nL,p). Consequently, the probability of observing at least
M matches is:

i [ (n,;;)« 1 -' p)"'pnL-",)]",=M
(1)

For variable tolerance, b is calculated as described at the
end of this section.

Equation 2. We have found that the following simple statisti-
cal model gives more conservative overlap probabilities for
a given threshold. Suppose that there areB possible sizes that
a band can have (e.g. B = 3000),andthateachpossiblevalue
is equally likely.We observe that a particular clone has exact-
ly n bands (n < B), represented as a binary vector of length
B containing n ones and B-n zeros. We model these data as
being a sample from the population of binary B vectors in
which each element is 1with probability niB, independently
of the others. Consequently, the expected number of posi-
tives in a sample from this population is n.

Now consider the number of matching bands for two non-
overlapping clones A and B with nAand nBbands, respective-
ly (there is no requirement that nA < nB). If the fingerprints
for the two clones were sampled independently from two dif-
ferent populations, as described above, then the probability
that a particular band occurs in both clones is q =
(nAIB)(nBIB).The distribution of the number of matching
bands is then Binomial B(p,B), and the probability of observ-
ing M or more matching bands is as for equation (I), with nL
replaced by Band p by q.

The probability of a matching band becomes more compli-
cated when a constant tolerance t is allowed for two bands to
be considered a match. It is necessary to take into account the
way matches are counted, e.g. when two bands for clone A
are within t of the same band for clone B. If such a match
counts only once, then a good approximation to the probabil-
ity qrof a matching band at size 5 is the sum of:

prob(A has band at 5, B has no band in [5-t...5-1], but
has band in [5...5 + t])+
prob(B has band at 5, A has no band in [5-£...5-1], but
has band in [5...5 + t] -
prob(A and B have bands at 5)

The third term is subtracted to avoid counting that event
twice. Hence:

qt =(nAIB)(1-(1-nBIB)t+l)(1-nBIB)t +
(nBIB)(1-(l-nAB)t+ l)(1-nAIB)t-q

and the distribution of the number of matching bands is Bi-
nomial B(qr,B).This formula is not exact because it does not
cover cases in which a cluster of bands are within t of each
other. Nevertheless, this formula has been tested by simula-
tion and shown to be sufficiently accurate. Table 2 shows
example probabilities for the two formulas for different nL,
nH andM. For moderate scores, the two equationsgive similar
answers, but in more extreme cases equation (I) is consist-
ently smaller than equation (2). We find that either formula
works well for ranking clone overlaps.
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Table 2. Coincid~nc~ scores. The variables ilL and IlH are the number of bands in the two clones being compared. and M is the number of matcheq bands.

The tolerance is 7 and gel/ell is 3300. Eql and Eq2 are the scores produced by the corresponding equations (see the t~xt) .'

If all the bands of one clone are a subset of another's, the
algorithm buries the shorter clone in the longer clone (this is
a concept adopted from CONTIG9, where the parent clone
is called 'canonical'). A clone can be buried with a status of
'exact' if the bands are exactly the same or 'approximate' if
the number of matched bands is within a user-defined limit.

Buried clones can be suppressed from the contig display in
order to reduce the amount of output. Also, they identify
good clones, as when one set of bands is the exact subset of
another, those bands are probably good and not just coinci-
dental. This fact is used in the CB algorithm, as stated below.

Build the CB map

The clones are selected for incorporation into a CB map by
using a priority search of a weighted adjacency matrix
(Sedgewick, 1988) where two clones are adjacent if they
have a coincidence score that is below the user-defined cut-

off (i.e. a high probability of overlap). The matrix is imple-
mented as a sparse matrix for time and space efficiency; i.e.
for each clone Ci, a list Adj(Ci) is created that contains all the
clones adjacent to it. For each Cj E Adj(Ci), the weight w is
set to 00 if clone Cj is buried in clone Ci, otherwise, w is set
to the exponent of the coincidence score for Ci and Cj.

The matrix is traversed using a priority first search (PFS)
which generates one or more connected components (a con-
nected component corresponds to a contig). The PFS uses a
priority queue. When C; gets placed on the queue, Vi is set
to 1 (this indicates that it has been 'visited'). The function
PQinsert(Cj' w) checks to see if Cj is on the queue and if so,
its priority is upgraded if w is greater than its current priority;
if Cj is not on the queue and Vj is 0, it is added to the queue
with priority w. The function PQremoveO removes from the
queue the clone with the highest priority and returns it.

When C; is aligned to the map, L; and ~ are set to the left
andrightcoordinate,respectively;thesecanbeupdatedon

I. Set C I = the clone that has the most high overlaps.

For each Cj E Adj(CI) do PQinsen(Cj' w).

2. Set C2 = PQremove{}.

For each Cj E Adj(C2) do PQinsen(Cj. w).

Initialize the CB map with the bands thatare shared between CI and C2.

3. Until all clones are gone from the queue:

Set C = PQremove().

For each Cj E Adj(C) do PQinsen(Cj. IV).

- Align its bands with the current CB map within the window [I.r]

where /=min{Lj: Cj EAdj(C)} and r= max{Rj: CjE Adj(C)}.

- If the alignment positions C near the left or right end of the map,

try to extend it to the left or right. An extension creates a new group.

- Ifthe CB map has X or more bands and S=O. shuffleand realign and set S= I.

4. Ifthere are any clones Cj with Vi =0. go to I and starta new CB map.

Fig. 3. An outline of the CB algorithm.

a left or right extension of the CB array. The arrays Land R
are initialized to +00and -<>0respectively.The array CB stores
the CBs. The array G stores pointers into the CB array to
delimit the groups.

An outline of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3 (- items
are described more fully below).

The CB algorithm carries out a two-pass alignment; the
first pass uses:!: , (the tolerance) for determining whether a
band matches with a CB band. The second pass fills in gaps
in the alignment using:!: 2,. Adding this rule greatly im-
proved the results as (i) the bands are often outside the toler-
ance, but to use 2, on a single pass creates too many bad
bands, and (ii) the CB map uses an average of all the clone
bands included as positive, and this average can drift. The
bands that are within twice the tolerance are marked with an
'x' in the CB map.

Aligning the bands to the current CB map is not a straight-
forward alignment because of the groups. An alignment must
take into account that the bands can match anywhere in the
left and right group, whereas it has to have an almost exact
match to the internal groups. Given groups GI < Gz < Gn,

and an alignment to the interval [bj, ~] where bj E q andbj
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Eql Eq2 nL nH M Eql Eq2

3e-05 ge-05 10 30 10 6e-1O ge-07

le-06 le-05 10 40 10 ge-09 ge-06

4e-07 8e-06 10 50 10 7e-08 5e-05

3e-06 3e-05 10 60 10 3e-07 2e-04

le-07 4e-06 30 30 20 3e-12 2e-09

Ie-II 3e-08 30 40 20 5e-1O 2e-07

8e-17 3e-1O 30 50 20 2e-08 3e-06

4e-20 8e-11 30 60 20 3e-07 3e-05

nL nH M

10 10 5

20 20 10

40 40 20

60 60 30

5 10 5

10 20 10

20 40 20

30 60 30

Bury clones



Fig. 4. (a) Misplaced fragment. Band 1941 was assigned toa group based on theconstraintsof the firstthree clones; given the added infonnation

of the next two clones. the band should be atthe low end of the CB map. The shufflealgorithm correctsthiserror (correctsolution not shown).

(b)Collapsedfragm~nt.The second occurrenceofband 378 isa collapsedband.The fourthcloneshouldhave a .+' with the firstoccurrence

of 378 instead of the second. (c) The shuffle and realign corrected the error.[Not allof the CBs are shown in (b) and (c) as the zoom feature

was used to see the resultsbetter.]

E Gj, i ~j, the number of matched bands M and non-matched
bands NM are counted for each group. The score for the
alignment is computed by: N(Gi) + N(Gj) +L;<k<j(N(Gk)-
NM(Gk)). The best alignment is incorporated into the map.
If i*-j and i *-I, the matched bands in Gi are rolled to the right
and a new group is made of the non-matched bands. If i *-j
and j *-N, the matched bands in Gj are rolled to the left and
a new group is made of the non-matched bands. If i = 1 or j
=N, a heuristic determines whether the alignment should
result in rolled bands or an extension to the CB map. (For
example, what if an alignment matches a significant number
of bands to the right of Gj, matches three out of six bands in
Gj, and can be extended by three bands, should it roll or
extend?)

After the map has a few groups, the positions of new ones
are well defined due to the topological constraints, e.g. if a
clone aligns to the left end of the CB map, any new bands
must obviously go on the left end, but on the creation of in-
itial groups, they can end up in the wrong order due to the
lack of constraints. Or, as shown in Figure 4, a band may be
in the wrong group. The following technique generally fixes
misplaced bands or groups. The algorithm carries out a sto-
chastic shuffle of the bands after a user-defmed number of
bands (default 50) have been added, then the clones are re-
aligned. The stochastic shuffle is the same algorithm as de-
scribed in Soderlund and Dunham (1995); it re-orders the CB
bands to maximize the number of consecutive clone bands.

The clones that have already been incorporated into the map
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(a) (b)
(c)
-

25
' 1782 + +

+ +
2562 2012 + + + + ++ +

1034 + + 2726 + + 2585 + + + + +

2205 + 2998 + + 461 + + + + ++
3393 + + 25 + + + +

2297 + +
378 + + + 0 2667 + + + + +

2540 + +
1034 + + 0 0 2297 + + + + +

2667 + + 62 + + 0 + + 2205 + + + + +

461 1271 + + + + + 2540 + + + + +
+ + +

2489 + + + + + 378 + + + + +
378 + + + +

11 + + + + 1033 + + + + +

811 + + + + 985 + + + + 2151 + + +

985 + + + + 1214 + + + + 2774 + + +

1974 + + + + 695 + + +
1214 + + + +

61 19 + + ++ + + + +
1941 + + 0 0 825 + + + + 0 2079 + + +

1974 + + + + 2012 + + + + + 53 + +

2012 2585 + + + + + 719 + + ++ + + +
2205 + + + + + 908 + + +

2585 + + + + 2297 + + + + + 1960 + + +

662 + + + + + 2540 + + + + + 3255 + + +

1271 + + + + + 2667 + + + + + 1178 + + +
95 + + + 2508 + + +

2489 + + + + +
2151 + + + 1070 + + +

477 + + + + 2774 + + + 1622 + + +

1000 + + + + 1033 + + + + 536 + + +

648 19 + + + 553 + + ++ + +
453 + + 0 591 + + +

589 + + + 2079 + + + 3415 + + +
622 + + + 378 + + + + 858 + + +

718 + + + 36 + + + 2939 + + +
553 + + + 822 + + +

756 + + + 591 + + + 2493 + + +
1706 + + + 718 + + + 1580 + + +
1720 + + + 822 + + +

1503 + + +
858 + + +

3358 + + +1782 + + +
908 + + +

1849 + + +
2562 + + + 1070 + + +

1859 + + +
2726 + + + 1178 + + +

378 + +
2998 1503 + + +

831+ + + + +
1580 + + +

19933393 + + + 1622
+ +

+ + +
2563 + +
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are realigned to the newly ordered CB bands, and CBs are
added and deleted as necessary. If any bands are removed,
the shuffle and realign is executed again.

Gillett et al. (1995) describe the problem of fragment col-
lapsing' ... when two different genomic fragments of ap-
proximately the same length and occurring in the digestion
of two different overlapping clones are incorrectly identified
as representative of a single genontic fragment. ' This is illus-
trated in Figure 4 where band 378 occurs twice, and the
occurrence of378 in the fourth clone is assigned to the wrong
one. This causes a ripple effect, i.e. some of the error (i.e. o's)
is caused by this one collapse. This problem is often solved
by the shuffle and realigned when it occurs in the initial
building of the map, as shown in Figure 4.

If misplaced or collapsed bands are not resolved by the
shuffle or if they are not prevented from the topological con-
straints, then they often manifest themselves as a consensus
band with a few positives and many negatives. That is, a con-
sensus band is created and yet newly aligned clones which
cover the band consistently do not match. This phenomenon
also occurs due to partial fingerprint data. The algorithm
checks for this situation after each new alignment, and if a
band has more mismatches than matches it is removed.

If a good position for a clone cannot be found [Le.with an
alignment score BD where B is the numberof clone bands and
D is a user-definedvariable (default0.5)], the clone is aligned
to the consensus map but no groups arecreated except if it can
extend the map. The clone is listed with an 'A' above it in the
CB map display. Originally, poorly aligned clones where re-
jected, but this resulted in two problems: (i) a rejected clone
could extend the map, Le.provided thebridgebetween two sub-
contigs; (ii) it is desirable to include all clones above the cut-off
and let the userdecide what to reject.The CB algorithmcan then
be re-run for better results after removing clones.

If problems still occur, they can often be avoided by start-
ing with a different clone. The user can request a new sol-
ution any number of times, each time it starts with a different
clone which produces an alternative solution. Additionally,
the user can refine regions of the contig by running the algo-
rithm on selected sets of clones.

In summary, the algorithm uses a hybrid of greedy, stochas-
tic and heuristic approaches to try to reduce error. Different
heuristics were tried (such as alternative scoring schemes,
priority for adding clones, and values for the parameters) in
order to fmd the heuristics that most consistently remove error
without adding new error. Given a set of 36 clones with perfect
fmgerprints, the algorithm created a perfect map, but with real
data. the clones added on the right end of the CB map usually
have increasingly poor alignments due to the following:
(i) any error in the map causes a ripple effect in that it creates
more error as clones are added and (ii) the algorithm greedily
adds the best clones first, i.e. with the best overlap scores. In

practice, !heusermustviewtheCBmapanddeterminewhat

clones to remove. After removing bad clones, the algorithm
should be run again as it will obviously produce a better sol-
ution with a reduction in poor fmgerprints.

Variable tolerance. For complete digest data, a variable tol-
erance is used when comparing bands. The user has a choice
of using either (a) a variable tolerance expressed as a fixed
proportion of the band sizes, i.e. two blinds bi and b2 may
be the same if I bi - b2 I < t * 0.001 * (bi + b2)/2, or (b) a
file of uncertainty values with linear interpolation. If a single
tolerance value is used, it is input as an integer; for equation
(1), b is calculated as described for fixed tolerance except that
the gel/en is 8000. The 2t in the numerator does not reflect
the variable tolerance, but it is better for ranking to use a
constant value. These values were tested by running the CB
algorithm on a data set from GSC in St Louis where they had
a set of bands (migration values) for 11 608 clones and a set
of fragment lengths for the same clones. Equation (1) pro-
duces similar values for the two data sets.

Implementation

The user's manual (Soderlund and Longden, 1996) provides
a complete description of all FPC functions. Soderlund et al.
(1997) give a step-by-step description of how the Sanger
Centre uses FPC to select sequenc-ready clones. This section
will briefly review the salient interactive features of FPC.

Database

The FPC database consists of two types of flat files: an
ACEDB style file which contains all the information except
for the bands, and a file containing all the bands. When the
user executes the Update.cor function, both files are updated
with the new data from the band files; the band files are then
moved to a special directory to be removed by the user. FPC
does not support concurrent write, but it does provide a Write
Lock so that a user can lock the database while making
changes, and FPC does not allow a write if the file has been
written by another user since the last read in a session.

Tolerance

Figure 5 shows the main FPC window. The Configure window
allows the user to set the tolerance to variable (for agarose gels)
and select equation (2) [default is equation (1)]. On the Analysis
window, the user can set the Tolerance, the Cutoff is the thresh-

old for detennining when two clones overlap, and the DiffBury
value for detennining how many bands must match for a bury.
These values are saved in the FPC fIle.

Edit

FPC has three classes: contigs, clones and markers. Contigs are

displayedas maps (seeFigure 1) and contain clones and
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ProJect:
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IContil!:sl IClonesl IMarkersl

ISearchl Name I .-

ISearch COITIITIands 1 IConf'igurel

IFile...1 IClean upl IAnalYSisl

ISave .fpc I ILoad. f'pc I IUpdate. cor I

PAC dJ142L7
dg34 1 43

Created 19/03/96 10:13
Modified 22/04/97 10:17

Gel 2003
Bands 13886 42

Sequence status: SENT

Remarks:
Being Sequenced
FISH 6q21-22

Markers:
st:SG930

st:UI-1132

19
12

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a) The FPC main window. (b) A clone text window. (c) A marker text window. (d) The Project window with results from comparing
all the singletons against the contigs; the 'Hits' are the number of clones with a significant overlap with one or more clones in the contig.

markers; a contig can be edited by moving, adding and deleting
clones. Clones are displayed as text windows (see Figure 5);
they can have remarks, markers, sequence states and buried
clones. Markers are displayed as text windows; each marker
must have a positive hybridization to at least one clone and can
belong in multiple contigs if attached to multiple clones. Editing
capabilities are available for clones and markers.

Search

The clones can be searched by name, date, gel, contig or
remark. The markers can be searched by name or date. The
results are displayed in a keyset.

Gels

The new Image program has a function to write a gel image
file for each gel (EWobus and R.Durbin, personal communi-
cations). If these files exist, the user can request the gel image

from multiple clones (from different gels) to be displayed in
a window (see Figure 6). A clone can have more than one
fingerprint and the gel images can be displayed together in
the gel image window.

Create contigs and analyle existing contigs

The CB map algorithm can be run in the following three situ-
ations. (i) It is run on all the singletons in the database (Le.
clones not assigned to contigs). The user can 'OK' all the CB
maps which creates a contig for each map, instantiates the
burying of clones, and assigns coordinates to the clone corre-
sponding to its alignment with the map. (ii) It can be run on
an existing contig so that the user can determine clones to
cancel and coordinates to change. (iii) It can be run on a
selected set of clones picked from a contig display.

There are functions to aid the user in adding new clones to
existing contigs which write results to a log file. (i) A keyset
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STS stSG930

Anchor 01'1 Global

Created 18/04/97 08:54

Contigs:
dg34 6
dg53 1

Clones:
dJ29D17

:tJlf6

5
ctg34

dJ231P8 ctg34
dJ379Jl0 ctg34
dJ403Dl ctg34
dJ405B3 ctg53

Contia: Clones Markers Sequenced Results

cl;g36 7 - - Hits 1
cl;g73 16 - - Hits 15
cl;g74 6 - - Hits 3
cl;g78 10 - - Htts 12
cl;g83 2 - - Hits 1

cl;gl <I 1 1
cl;g2 50 2 3
cl;g3 6 1
cl;g4 11
cf:g5 <I
cf:1!6 59 - 1
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Fig. 6. The Gel Image window allows the user to view multiple gel
hmes from different gels in one window. The ticks beside the images

indicatethebandscalledpositive.

of clones can be compared against all clones in the database.
(ii) The singletons can be compared against all contigs;
besides writing to a file, a window is displayed with all the
contigs that have one or more clones overlapping with the
one or more singletons, as illustrated in Figure 5. (Hi)For a
displayed contig, the keyset can be compared against all
clones in a contig, and the user can step though the clones that
match the contig and the matched contig clones are high-
lighted for each; the user can then request that a clone be
added to the contig. There are also functions for comparing
ends of contigs to determine contigs to merge; the user can
then request that two contigs be displayed together so that the
fingerprints of the end clones can be compared to determine
if and by how much to merge the contigs, and then accept or
reject the merge.

Interactions between windows occur, e.g. clicking on a
clone in the CB map or gel image window highlights it in the
contig window, clones from a keyset can be selected on a
contig window or a keyset can be created from the selected
clones, clicking a clone will highlight the markers contained
within it,etc. Finally, there are many ways to analyse existing
contigs and individual clones within a contig; for example,
when a user is considering picking a clone to be sent for se-
quencing, the clone is compared with the rest of the database
to ensure the uniqueness of the clone.

Discussion

FPC is a system built to cluster a large number of fmger-
printed clones into contigs and assign coordinates to the
clones. The probability of coincidence is calculated to deter-
mine the clones that have a high probability of overlap.
Clones are clustered into contigs based on the overlap score.
A CB map is calculated to aid positioning of clones. A CB
map is a low-resolution restriction map, i.e. it does not re-
solve all error. FPC has a function to write a contig into a
GRAM formatted file so that a detailed partially ordering
restriction map of a contig can be built with GRAM (Soder-
lund and Burks, 1994).] FPC has a complete set of editing
functions so that the user can refine the maps by removing,
adding or moving clones.

In order to get a minimum number of false-positive over-
laps, the coincidence score cut-off must be stringent, but then
many true overlaps are ignored. The detailed displays of the
fingerprints (e.g. the CB map and gel image display as shown
in Figures 2 and 6, respectively) aid the user in finding the
small valid overlaps. These displays also aid the biologist in
determining clones that have the appropriate amount of over-
lap and would be good candidates for sequencing; these
clones can be tagged by setting the sequence status flag for
a clone and all clones with the sequence state set will be high-
lighted for a contig upon request.
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ConclusionFPC allows the incorporation of markers by either reading
them from an external file or by adding them through the
FPC editor. We were originally planning on using the marker
data in conjunction with the fmgerprints to determine clone
order, but we have found that keeping the two analyses separ-
ate has been valuable for fmding error in either type of data.
By having the markers displayed with the clones, errors are
easily found. FPC allows a set of markers to be defmed as the
'global marker' order. Contigs can be listed by their global
marker order which aids in determining contigs to merge; in
other words, the global markers provide a scaffold. Markers,
global markers and sequence-ready clones are discussed
further in Soderlund et at. (1997).

Currently, the largest Sanger Centre mapping project using
FPC mapped 17 738 clones for chromosome 22, which
represents a 12x coverage of a 56 megabase chromosome.
The number of contigs is 323 with an average of 43 clones
per contig. The largest contig is 1716 clones with a total
length of 1169bands. The number of markers is 863. Several
biologists worked on assembling and merging the contigs by
each taking a region of the chromosome (S.Gregory, per-
sonal communications).

A short-coming we have found with FPC V2.5 is the awk-
wardness of processing clones that have fingerprints that
give a high probability of being in a particular contig, but the
bands are not good enough for accurate positioning. What we
want in a contig is a depth of four or five of very good clones
(e.g. clones that are canonical to exact or approximate
matches indicate they have good bands). We want to keep
other 'poorer' clones with the contig, but as a third-class set
which are usually ignored. We have recently added a third
type of burying called 'pseudo' to address this issue. A sec-
ond problem is that the routine for locating individual clones
in a contig only positions them on the left end of the clone in
which it has the best overlap and the user must refine the
position. A third problem is that there is not enough automa-
tion for merging contigs.

Future

An algorithm should be written that uses the CB algorithm
to build small solid sub-contigs and then merges them based
on residual band overlap and marker data. Contigs with a
maximum depth of four or five should be created and all
other clones for a region should be buried (using the new
'pseudo' status when necessary). This would build better
maps and make it plausible to automate the addition of new
clones to existing contigs.

An algorithm should be written to compare the results of
two CB maps that have the same set of clones but are started
with a different clone. If the order changes greatly, the quality
of the map is poor. The algorithm should try to identify the
offending clones.

FPC has been in use by the Sanger Centre since the beginning
of 1996. It has been used for the mapping of chromosomes
22, X and 6. It has been used with a mix of cosmids, fosmids,
PACsand BACs. It is also being used by many other labora-
tories. For example, the GSC in St Louis has been using it
with complete digest data for the mapping of fosmid, cosmid,
BAC, PAC and YAC clones on human chromosome 7 and
the whole genome map of the nematode C.briggsae (M.Mar-
ra, personal communications).

Using restriction fragment fmgerprints for building con-
tigs has been a technique used for over a decade. There has
been speculation that it is not very successful as contigs are
hard to build and tend to have many errors. It is the authors'
contention that the root of the problem was the lack of good
interactive software and supporting algorithms. Although
CONTIG9 was successful, its lack of flexibility probably re-
duced its use by external laboratories. The overwhelmingly
good response to FPC has shown that many laboratories still
desire to build contigs by fmgerprints and there has been a
real need for a program like FPC. Since the quality of the CB
maps increases with the increase in the quality of the data, the
biologists' efforts should now be spent on getting the highest
quality fingerprints and this will greatly reduce the interac-
tive time needed to assemble maps.
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